
Convinced that GOOGLE is firmly in bed with the Deep
State? (whatever)

 by SChalice

I consider myself really good at using Google to search but today
was unable to find basic, non-conspiracy links when trying to
research 9/11. After typing in my queries a number of different
ways and getting bogus results, I switched to DDG with the same
entries and got immediate results on top.
FUCK THAT!
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Sort: Top

[–]  BaldMiscreant  11 points (+11|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

You're late.
permalink

[–]  BentAxel  3 points (+3|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Like 18 years late.
permalink    parent

[–]  gazillions  4 points (+4|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

Of course they are. Why was Eric Schmidt in North Korea?
It isn't just Google. Bill Gates is building those satellites that will
be able to track every human on earth. They'll be able to call up
your movements every moment of the day and it will all be
available to governments and corporations. When they say
corporations, they mean trans national globalist corporations, not
your incorporated company that will be crushed by the globalist
corporations unless they get a percentage off of you.
They may have started in bed with the government, but they are
the government. That's the real power struggle going on. They
told Obama what to do and he did it. That's what why
Hillary had to win. They own Trudeau, May, Macron, Merkel and
every leftist government on earth.
They fund the social activist movement, and every program has
the ultimate goal of displacing white men. White men are what
they're scared of most on this earth.
We have no choice but to lop their fucking heads.
permalink

[–]  SChalice  [S] 2 points (+2|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

I don't see the benefit of GOOG trying to cover up what
happened during the Bush administration.
permalink    parent

[–]  gazillions  3 points (+3|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

Is Google censoring the war on Iraq, along with everything
else?
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You mean the Transnational Corporations might have
something to hide about Bush being told to go bomb a
country that didn't have undisclosed weapons of mass
destruction?
permalink    parent

[–]  CowWithBeef  2 points (+2|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

9/11 covered up massive financial crimes and led to more
crimes with the wars without goals. Who got all that
money? I don't know exactly, but I bet the same folks were
early investors in google. InQtel is beyond shady.
permalink    parent

[–]  goat-ditarod  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

Because the right left fight is a distraction. They hate each
other until they don't and what they do agree upon is more
scary than what they don't.
permalink    parent

[–]  Gumbatron  4 points (+4|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

If you're not familiar with it, have a look at In-Q-Tel. That is
basically the venture capital arm of the CIA. No prizes for
guessing which search engine they were investing in in the late
'90s
permalink

[–]  CowWithBeef  3 points (+3|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Talk about rigging the system. There is no way a startup with
CIA backing gets beaten by another.
permalink    parent

[–]  Lobotomy  3 points (+3|-0 ) 15 hours ago  (edited 15 hours ago)

Did you just wake up from cryogenic slumber? Everyone else is
well over a decade and a half ahead of you on that one.
permalink

[–]  obvious-throwaway-  3 points (+3|-0 ) 16 hours ago  (edited 16 hours ago)

Yeah, in case you didn't get the memo, Bing search is what
Google search used to be. I hate Microsoft with a passion, but
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it's simply not reasonable to use Google search anymore.
permalink

[–]  vivalad  3 points (+3|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

if you were trying to find news articles about supporters being
attacked at Trump rallies in 2016, you would've known
something was off back then
permalink

[–]  i_scream_trucks  3 points (+3|-0 ) 16 hours ago  (edited 16 hours ago)

I like the part where holier than thou 'apple doesnt sell our
data unlike google' owners find out apple sells their data to
google.
permalink

[–]  SRS-Airbag  2 points (+2|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Google real climate science.
permalink

[–]  peacegnome  2 points (+2|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Just to add a data point, the council bluffs data center is almost
within walking distance of offutt airforce base. The data center is
made to take any abuse possible, it is absolutely insane.
permalink

[–]  RugerLCP_2  2 points (+2|-0 ) 16 hours ago  (edited 16 hours ago)

Switched away from goolag when it censored voat. Looking to
stop the machines from making any connection to goolag at all.
permalink

[–]  Peter_the_Dickth  2 points (+2|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

To your original interest, check out Architects and Engineers for
9/11 Truth.
permalink

[–]  Drendoid  2 points (+2|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

Googgoo, shitter, fagbook are all in along with many more. The
plans were laid months or years back for what theyre doing
permalink
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[–]  chryseos-geckota  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

Didn't you hearwhat Mr Comey said,there is no deepstate you
paranoid nazi.
permalink

[–]  RecluS  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

This was a really cute post. Thanks for the chuckle OP.
permalink

[–]  RampancyLambentRaven  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

Google and YouTube should be made to pay for their henious
censorship. Gooass and Youtit.
permalink

[–]  RampancyLambentRaven  1 points (+1|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Goolag and YouBoob have earned my hate as of late so that's
their new name or (((Niggers))) and (((Faggots))) works too from
now on.
permalink

[–]  WhiteSurvivalist  1 points (+2|-1 ) 15 hours ago 

1912 jewish bankers hired woodrow wilson as their puppet to run
for US president, he won. His goal was to create a coup over the
USA, federal reserve act 1913, he succeeded. This gave them
absolute control over the money and banking. With this immense
newfound wealth they purchased the media, weapons of mass
conformity. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA-gbpt7Ts8
YouTube

If they could buy wilson, you think they couldn't buy every
president since? trumps first wife was jewish, all his kids are
jews who are married to jews. Their goal is to exterminate
whites, rule Earth with a global communism and reduce global
population to 500 million.
They bought google and youtube, too.
permalink

[–]  dooob  1 points (+2|-1 ) 15 hours ago 

Hurr durr everyone is a bought zionist shill, surrender,
surrender!
permalink    parent
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[–]  WhiteSurvivalist  2 points (+2|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

What a compelling counter argument.
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  goat-ditarod  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

http://www.whodidit.org/cocon.html found this on google when
eliminating the first million queries. with
this https://millionshort.com/
permalink

[–]  goat-ditarod  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

https://millionshort.com/search?
keywords=9/11&remove=0&shopping=&country=&chat= Try this
looks like goog pushes down what they don't want.
permalink
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